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Turn Fleet Maintenance Costs
into Real Savings
You know that forklift maintenance costs affect your bottom line. But, did you know that how you manage
those costs could affect it even more? Crown’s Connected Solutions help you turn those costs into savings with the
FleetSTATS® Fleet Maintenance Management System which captures and analyzes costs for just one lift truck or an
entire fleet – even across multiple locations – to help you identify opportunities for significant cost savings, improved
processes and increased uptime.

Collect Data Consistently
Data collection is crucial to gaining a clear
view of how maintenance contributes to your
total cost of ownership. With FleetSTATS,
this process is simplified, paperless,
automated, and accurate.
With consolidated invoicing and 24/7 access
to parts, service and rental costs down to
the individual lift truck, you’ll have complete
visibility into every component of your lift
truck maintenance cost, not to mention a
streamlined approach to processing invoices
across your entire fleet.

Compare Results
With FleetSTATS, you’ll have multiple
ways to evaluate your captured data.
Benchmark cost and performance
between individual trucks or multiple
locations. Correlate parts quality and
replacement cost to repair frequency.
Analyze rental costs and identify seasonal
trends. Even assess your results against
broader industry performance data.
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Make informed decisions that can
improve your bottom line.
Control Processes
FleetSTATS provides a path for ongoing
success by helping you utilize the information
gathered to identify process improvement
opportunities that increase efficiency and
reduce cost. FleetSTATS offers a wide
variety of plans that are scalable to fit your
specific requirements.
Optimize plans and pricing by location or
standardize parts, labor and maintenance
program rates across your entire fleet. The
system tracks operator error spend,
identifies new training possibilities, and
can flag not to exceed limits.

Capitalize on Opportunities
FleetSTATS will provide you with the tools
and data you need to manage your fleet,
reduce maintenance cost and improve
fleet performance. You’ll better
understand how your forklifts are utilized,
gain insight into total lifecycle cost and make
informed decisions regarding repair versus
replacement. You’ll accurately forecast rental
needs based on real data. And, when more
expertise is needed, take advantage of
Crown’s consulting services gained through
managing thousands of lift trucks and
maintenance programs worldwide.

Engage, Inspire and Grow Your Business
with Crown Connected Solutions.
Ask for a demonstration today.
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